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About This Game

Black Friday sales are book-size topic. Some of us love them, some hate. If u hate a climate of crowded shopping center or you
just want to feel the thrill of sales you don't need to get up from your PC. Just relax, sit down comfortable and play Black

Friday: The Game!

Game Features:

Procedural and endless level generation

Different enemies with different behaviours

Roguelike style

Large variety of rooms

Controller support

Ketchup is your weapon!

Like on the real Sale - In Black Friday: The Game you need to be real man
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Like Julius Cesar, you need to Veni Vidi Vici. You need to go to the shop (All in all you don't, we did it for you) - Veni. Then
you should localize product that you want to buy - Vidi. Then run to it (be quick buddy!) and take it to the cash desk. When cash

goes green you win - its Vici! Now repeat and repeat until you get run out of money (don't worry in this game you are really,
really rich) or until you die..

Wait! What?! Did you said "die"?
Yes i do. It's like in the real life, if you want something very much, there are always people that want you to fail.

You

The truly man on the truly hunt - That's you!

Mean Granny

She is not so fast and strong, but she has a handbag (The most deadly handbag on the planet - trust me). She even don't want all
that goodies, but she don't want you to get them.

Shopping Scooter Guy

His big, he is bad, but the most important he is a pacifist. He won't hurt you. Tip: Disturbing isn't hurting.
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Muscle Man

He is yours worst nightmare. He is bigger and stronger than you, but fortunately he doesn't have a bag.

Babushka

Here comes the Babushka. She looks very similar to typical granny, but its only camouflage. Babushka and her bag are way
more powerful.

"Lady"

It's really difficult to run on the high heels, so she won't catch you. Her bag is too expensive to using it as a weapon. But her dog
is such a different story...
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Title: Black Friday: The Game
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
BloodyStation
Publisher:
BloodyStation
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: 2.0 Ghz SSE2 instruction set support

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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Reach out for the truth and aim to be an Ace Detective! (lol not really)
Your basic detective game where you investigate things and collect evidence with that black and white noir style art :D
I like the short chapters and the various choices I could make that may lead to different endings on each chapter. Sometimes I
forgot that I was a detective and not an attorney (lol) so dying is actually possible when confronting a suspect.

Cons: No skip button for read text, only 2 save slots, autosave only, no settings option. basically just technical stuff XP.
Surprisingly deep and excellent.. Just kind of a cheap game. I got it on sale for $3.00 and it's worth that much
but I wouldn't buy it full price.. I'm amazed i liked this game nearly as much as i did, i guess in a way i even felt somewhat
apologetic for even getting the freaking thing, considering it's a very barebones single player game, an indie game, but it has so
much character, plus it reminds me to the type of games that i used to play when i was a kid.

Either way, it's a great game, very cheap, very rusty, altho i think that's part of the charm of it, and very easy, so if you like
really challenging games you're probably not gonna like this one, you got like five different ways to get health, but very nice,
very nice game, for it's price.. Very interesting if you play with your friends! \ud83d\ude0a. A good adaptation of the board
game with pretty good AI. Multiplayer features are very much lacking though and the game needs achievements especially for
multiplayer to get more people playing.
Just haven't been able to get a multiplayer game started as of writing this, but the strong AI makes single player worth it.

Edit: I still leave it as thumbs up because it's a fun game to play, BUT, the AI is not very strong once you learn the game's
nuances.. NEVER EVER AGAIN
8/8M8. 2016 game with 1996 controls. And it's a racing game, where controls should be priority #1.
I've played PS1 games with better/authentic controls.

Sadly, I cannot recommend it, due to the fact that the racing part (in a racing game) is done badly, so when you'll race - you
won't get the feel that you're rac... well, you got the point.

Controls: the acceleration is on the "Z" button, brakes are on "S", and steering is on "Q" and "D". Funny, huh? There's more.
You cannot change the controls layout. At all. There's no such option.
I know, who steers with a keyboard, anyway. But still, completely removing the option to set the controls to, for example,
WASD - it's ridiculous. Using an item in an MMO/RPG on "L" button - it isn't ergonomic, but, if you do it once in a minute (for
a quest, for example), it's fine. But it's a racing game, where you'll be using ZSQD controls all the time... =)
Alot of fellas play on laptops, and not everyone carry gamepads along every time they play something like this. And, taking in
mind smaller laptop keyboards, remappable controls would be a life saver for them. Believe me, I played UT and various
emulators on laptops in Pentium II era, and "stock" controls are often not a best choice. =)

And another thing - though the game uses Unreal Engine 4, the overall level of graphical "complexity" meets the HD tablet
game, rather than a 2016 PC one.
I love Unreal Engine for its visuals/performance/scalability/ect, but the use of it in that project is nothing more than a ripoff,
and doesn't represent what UE is capable of.

If you want a fun racing game, with decent controls/physics - take a look at other acrades, and leave this one be.
I'm not encouraging anyone to stay away of this game, just because of this review. That's just a warning. After all, that's what
Steam cashback is for. =)
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dev is a criminal https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/797090\/announcements\/detail\/1795154265374413713. It's a fun,
very arcady dogfighting/bombing game. Simple to learn. No actual flight sim skills required.

This is being pitched as a MP game and I have a pathological hatred of multiplayer gaming. But I still think it's worth it even in
their limited SP mode, fighting bots.. Fun quick game where you perform operations on people with some funny instruments.
Worth it not just for achievement hunting alone. They are easy to complete.. Well written plot, beautifully crafted characters
and alternate history world

top notch voice acting!

My only gripe was that the ending was a little anticlimactic,

But its up there as one of my favourite point and click adventures of 2018!. There's a lot of repetitive grinding to get gold to
beat the next challenge. The UI is terrible, very hard to compare units, hard to see what stats they have, and you have to switch
between different windows (or write down on a piece of paper) which units that you have in your battle setup.. Byte Driver is a
clever arcade driving game stylish vector graphics. The twist here is that as you drive, you are also trying to hack your rival cars
to steal their energy and abilities. This means you'll have to carefully match speed and stay behind them for long enough to
complete the hack. This becomes extra tricky once you reach a boss who who fires bullet patterns at you which you must dodge
and weave around while staying within hacking range in order to steal their weapons and attack. All of this comes together to
create a really interesting balance between fast reflexes, careful positioning, and careful decision making.. Horrid
cluster\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 of bad design styles topped by the worst use of typography ever seen.
User interface is a myth.. An awesome platformer from the guy behind the Rayman franchise. Being a platformer veteran, I find
the difficulty ramp up at a desirable speed and amount to excitement. Controls are fluid and not at all buggy, and the levels offer
the perfect flow along the way. Be prepared though -- it's a game that does not abuse checkpoints for you to nibble through a
level.

If I have to be picky, I'd like to see height-adjustable jumps in this game. But the current settings are just great already.

A masterpiece in all.. Very difficult at first but after getting use to it I still could not recommend this to anyone.. [Positive!]
[1] Amazing Battle System (\uff89 \u25d5\u30ee\u25d5)\uff89 *:\uff65\uff9f\u2727
[2] Nice Backgrounds
[3] Replayable (\u3065 \uffe3 \u00b3\uffe3)\u3065
[4] Hard Boss Battles \uff08\u301c^\u2207^)\u301c

[Neutral!]
[1] History is kinda simple. For a novel, of course.
[2] Enemy models are over-reused. \u3034(\u22cb_\u22cc)\u3035

[Negative!]
[1] The music for battle could be better. It's feels like 'everything is peaceful' while i'm between hordes of monsters! (HAHAH)
( \u0ca0\u76ca\u0ca0)

Final: 7.5
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